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Abstract
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a modern and very popular optimization
paradigm inspired by the ability of ant colonies to find shortest paths between
their nest and a food source. Despite its popularity, the theory of ACO is still
in its infancy and a solid theoretical foundation is needed. We present bounds
on the running time of different ACO systems for shortest path problems. First,
we improve previous results by Attiratanasunthron and Fakcharoenphol [Information Processing Letters, 105(3):88–92, 2008] for single-destination shortest
paths and extend their results from DAGs to arbitrary directed graphs. Our
upper bound is asymptotically tight for large evaporation factors, holds with
high probability, and transfers to the all-pairs shortest paths problem. There, a
simple mechanism for exchanging information between ants with different destinations yields a significant improvement. A comparison with evolutionary and
genetic approaches indicates that ACO is among the best known metaheuristics
for the all-pairs shortest paths problem.
Keywords: Ant colony optimization, combinatorial optimization,
metaheuristics, running time analysis, shortest path problems

1. Introduction
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a rapidly growing field with many successful applications to problems from combinatorial optimization. It is inspired
by the foraging behavior of real ants, which enables an ant colony to find shortest paths between its nest and a food source. Ants communicate by placing
pheromone on the ground while searching the environment for food. Other ants
are attracted by pheromone trails and therefore tend to follow previous ants. In
case foraging ants discover different paths between the nest and a food source,
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a short path typically gets invested with pheromone more quickly than a longer
path. The more ants take the short path, the more pheromone is deposited,
until almost all ants follow the short path.
The communication mechanism of real ants has been transferred to many
optimization problems such as the TSP [2], routing problems [3, 4], and many
other combinatorial problems, see the book by Dorigo and Stützle [5]. These
algorithms often perform extremely well in practice and they often produce better results than deterministic algorithms. Moreover, they are applicable even
in settings where the optimization problem is not well enough understood to
design custom-tailored algorithms. In an extreme case, the problem is given as
a black box and evaluations of candidate solutions are the only way to gather
information about the problem. This setting is known as black-box optimization [6].
Despite a plethora of applications, the theoretical knowledge on ACO is still
very limited. It is widely agreed that a solid theoretical foundation is needed [7,
8, 9]. First theoretical investigations concerned convergence proofs [10] and
simplified models of ACO algorithms [11]. In 2006 the first rigorous investigations of the running time of ACO algorithms were presented independently
by Gutjahr [12] and Neumann and Witt [13, 14] for the optimization of simple pseudo-Boolean functions. The latter authors presented an algorithm called
1-ANT. This algorithm memorizes the best solution found so far. In each iteration a new solution is constructed and the pheromones are updated in case
another solution with at least the same quality is found. In other words, every
new best-so-far solution is rewarded only once. The strength of the pheromone
update is usually controlled by a parameter 0 < ρ ≤ 1 known as evaporation
factor. The smaller the value of ρ, the larger the impact of previous pheromones
is, compared to the impact of newly placed pheromones.
Investigations of the 1-ANT [13, 15] have shown that if the evaporation
factor is set too small the algorithm stagnates on even very simple problems and
the expected time until an optimum is found is exponential. Other algorithms,
variants of the MAX-MIN Ant System (MMAS) [16], in every iteration reinforce
the best solution found so far. This update strategy is known as best-so-far
update; it avoids the problem of stagnation and leads to efficient running times
on various problems [17, 18]. Moreover, reinforcing the best solution created
in the current iteration, known as iteration-best update, can lead to efficient
running times if the evaporation factor is small enough [19].
Neumann, Sudholt, and Witt [20] investigated the effect of hybridizing ACO
with local search. They demonstrated for artificially constructed problems that
the use of local search can turn an exponential runtime into a polynomial one,
with high probability. On another constructed function, the effect is reversed.
Regarding ACO for combinatorial problems, Neumann and Witt [21] presented
an analysis for minimum spanning trees. They proved polynomial upper bounds
for different mechanisms of ants constructing spanning trees. They also addressed the impact of using heuristic information to guide the construction process. Zhou [22] presented an analysis of ACO where he proved polynomial
running time bounds on simple instances of the TSP. This study was later sig2

nificantly extended by Kötzing, Neumann, Röglin, and Witt [23]. Furthermore,
Attiratanasunthron and Fakcharoenphol [24] presented a running time analysis
of ACO algorithms on a shortest path problem, the single-destination shortest path problem (SDSP) on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Their algorithm
n-ANT is inspired both by the 1-ANT [13] and the AntNet algorithm [4]. To our
knowledge, this is the first and only rigorous running time analysis for ACO on
a shortest path problem. This is surprising as shortest path problems crucially
inspired the development of ACO.
The aim of this work is to develop deeper insights into the working principles
of ACO and on the performance of ACO algorithms on shortest path problems.
We choose shortest path problems not only because of their relation to natural
ant colonies. These problems are well-understood and have a clear structure,
which makes them an excellent starting point for theoretical investigations. Besides, shortest path problems are a fundamental topic in computer science and
algorithmic research on these problems is still an active field [25, 26, 27, 28].
1.1. Previous Work
Shortest paths have already been investigated in the context of other metaheuristics. We present a brief survey of these results. Note that in the theory
of randomized search heuristics, it is common practice to consider the number
of evaluations of the objective function, i. e., the number of path length evaluations. (See Section 2.2 how this relates to the usual notion of time complexity
on random access machines.) This makes sense as often function evaluations
are among the computationally most expensive operations in such a heuristic.
Unless mentioned otherwise, the number of function evaluations in the reviewed
results has the same order of growth as the number of iterations.
Scharnow, Tinnefeld, and Wegener [29] presented an analysis of a simple
evolutionary algorithm for the single-source shortest path problem (SSSP). Note
that the problem SSSP is obtained from SDSP by inverting the direction of all
edges of the graph. Their algorithm, called (1+1) EA, maintains a current
solution v for the problem, encoded by a shortest path tree. In each iteration a
mutation operator is used to create a new solution v ′ with random changes in
the shortest path tree. If all shortest paths in v ′ are not worse than all shortest
paths in v then v ′ replaces v. The authors prove that this simple algorithm solves
the SSSP on every n-vertex graph in an expected number of O(n3 ) iterations.
These results were later refined by Doerr, Happ, and Klein [30] who gave a tight
bound of O(n2 ℓ∗ ) iterations, where ℓ∗ := max{ℓ, ln n} and ℓ is, loosely speaking,
the maximum number of edges on any shortest path. The comparison of two
solutions in the (1+1) EA is based on a multiobjective formulation of a singleobjective problem as all paths in one solution are compared with their respective
counterparts in the other solution. Baswana et al. [31] considered a variant of
the (1+1) EA using a single-objective function and proved an upper bound
of O(n3 (log n + log wmax )) where wmax denotes the largest weight in the graph.
This result was recently improved by Doerr and Johannsen [32] towards a bound
of 2emn(ln n + ln wmax )), m being the number of edges, for a mutation operator
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that focusses on edges instead of vertices. The same modification improves the
result from Doerr, Happ, and Klein [30] towards a bound of O(mℓ∗ ).
In [33] Doerr, Happ, and Klein investigated a genetic algorithm, simply
called GA, for the all-pairs shortest path problem (APSP) that used both mutation and crossover operators to create new solutions. A solution is represented
by a “population” of paths with different start and end points. The crossover
operator concatenates edges taken from different paths. The authors proved
that the use of crossover leads to a speed-up compared to mutation-based evolutionary algorithms; a fact that previously was only proven for artificial problems [34] and a simple graph coloring problem [35, 36]. More precise, the introduction of crossover decreases the expected number of iterations from Θ(n4 ) to
O(n3.5 log0.5 n). The latter upper bound was improved by Doerr and Theile [37]
to O(n3.25 log0.25 n) iterations. An example is given where the improved bound
is tight. With a slightly more sophisticated parent selection mechanism that
guarantees that the created offspring are feasible, the last result can be improved
to O(n3 log n) as recently shown by Doerr, Johannsen, Kötzing, Neumann, and
Theile [38].
Finally, Horoba [39] investigated an NP-hard multiobjective shortest path
problem where each edge is labelled with a weight vector. He proved that an
evolutionary multiobjective algorithm represents a fully polynomial-time randomized approximation scheme for the problem. Neumann and Theile [40]
presented an extension for the multiobjective APSP that has a significantly
lower expected runtime than running n evolutionary algorithms for multiobjective SPSP problems independently – when dealing with up to three weights per
edge.
In the mentioned work [24] on ACO for shortest paths, Attiratanasunthron
and Fakcharoenphol prove an upper bound of O(m∆ℓ log(∆ℓ)/ρ) for every directed acyclic graph with m edges, maximum degree ∆ and maximum number
of edges ℓ on any shortest path. The evaporation factor ρ is a parameter of the
algorithm and can be chosen arbitrarily, subject to 0 < ρ ≤ 1. Their analysis
follows the analysis of the Bellman-Ford algorithm [41]. We will review their
algorithm and their analysis in more detail.
In the meantime the authors also presented results for a stochastic shortest
path problem where edge weights are subjected to added noise [42] and the
problem is to find the real shortest paths despite the noise. It is shown that in a
setting with independent gamma-distributed noise there exist graphs where the
expected time until MMASSDSP finds a good approximation of the real shortest
paths is exponential.
We summarize the number of iterations needed to find shortest paths and
the number of function evaluations performed in a single iteration. Table 1
gives an overview on the best known bounds for different heuristics in the case
of single-objective problems, including bounds that will be proven in this article.
For the sake of completeness, we also mention results for problem-specific
algorithms, keeping in mind that we cannot hope a general-purpose metaheuristic like ACO to outperform tailored algorithms. It is well known that Dijkstra’s algorithm can solve SDSP for graphs with n vertices and m edges in
4

Algorithm

Problem

Iterations


n-ANT [24]
SDSP on DAGs O m∆ℓ log(∆ℓ)
ρ


∗
MMASSDSP
SDSP
O ∆ℓℓ + ρℓ


ℓ
MMASSDSP
SDSP on Glb
Ω ∆ℓ2 + ρ log(1/ρ)
n,ℓ


MMASSDSP +adaptive τmin SDSP
O ℓm + nρ


(1+1) EA, vertex-based [30] SSSP
Θ n2 ℓ ∗


(1+1) EA, edge-based [32] SSSP
Θ mℓ∗


MMASAPSP
APSP
O ∆ℓℓ∗ + ρℓ


MMASAPSP +interaction
APSP
O n log n + log(ℓ) log(∆ℓ)
ρ


GA [37]
APSP
Θ n3.25 log0.25 n


GA+feasible selection [38]
APSP
Θ n3 log n

Eval.
n
n
n
n
1
1
n2
n2
1
1

Table 1: Overview on the best known running time bounds on graphs with n vertices, m edges,
maximum degree ∆, maximum number of edges ℓ on any shortest path, and ℓ∗ := max{ℓ, ln n}.
The bounds for ACO algorithms are stated with their dependence on the parameter ρ. The
rightmost column contains the number of path length evaluations per iteration. For all ACO
algorithms the best feasible values for the parameter τmin have been chosen. The bound for
MMASAPSP with interaction holds for ρ ≤ (1 − pint )/(12∆ log n); it simplifies to O(n log n +
∆ log3 n) for optimal ρ and pint = 1/2.

time O(m + n log n) and APSP in time O(nm + n2 log n) [41]. The best currently known general bound for the APSP is O(n3 (log3 log n)/ log2 n) [25]. All
ACO algorithms discussed in this work can be regarded as path-comparisonbased algorithms as defined by Karger, Koller, and Phillips [43]. The latter
authors also proved a lower bound of Ω(mn) for every deterministic or randomized path-comparison-based algorithm for the APSP. This bound even holds for
generalized path weight functions.
1.2. Outline
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we define
the ACO algorithm MMASSDSP for the SDSP that differs from the n-ANT [24]
in two essential ways. Using our modified algorithm we are able to obtain
significantly improved running time bounds (see Table 1 and Section 3) and
to generalize previous results for DAGs to graphs with cycles. A corresponding lower bound shows that our upper bounds are asymptotically tight if the
evaporation factor ρ is not too small. In Section 4 we transfer these results to
a generalized ant system MMASAPSP for the APSP where ants with different
destinations move independently. The main result concerns a modification of
MMASAPSP where ants temporarily follow foreign pheromone traces. We prove
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that, surprisingly, this simple mechanism leads to a significant speed-up. We
conclude in Section 5 with remarks on generalizations and future work.
2. ACO Algorithms for Shortest Paths
2.1. Preliminaries
We consider shortest path problems on weighted directed graphs G = (V, E, w)
where w(e) denotes the weight of edge e. The number of vertices is always denoted by n. We define a path of length ℓ from u to v as a sequence of vertices
(v0 , . . . , vℓ ) where v0 = u, vℓ = v, and (vi−1 , vi ) ∈ E for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
For convenience, we also refer to the corresponding sequence of edges as path.
Let deg(u) denote the out-degree of a vertex u and ∆(G) denote the maximum out-degree of any vertex u ∈ V . Let ℓ(G, v) := maxu {#edges on p |
p is a shortest path from u to v} and ℓ(G) := maxv ℓ(G, v). For undirected
non-weighted graphs ℓ(G, v) is called eccentricity of v and ℓ(G) diameter of G.
For the single-destination shortest path problem (SDSP) we are looking for
shortest paths from every vertex to a specified destination vertex. The length
w(p) of a path p is defined as the sum of weights for all edges in p if the path
ends with the destination vertex. If the path does not reach the destination,
we define w(p) := ∞. Our results are restricted (either explicitly or implicitly)
to graphs where all cycles have a strictly positive total weight. With negativelength cycles one can find arbitrarily short paths. In addition, the problem of
computing a shortest simple path is NP-hard if arbitrary negative weights are
allowed.
2.2. ACO Algorithms
Attiratanasunthron and Fakcharoenphol [24] present the ACO algorithm
n-ANT for the SDSP. Their algorithm is inspired by the 1-ANT [13] and the
AntNet routing algorithm [4]. From every vertex u ∈ V an ant au starts heading
for the destination. The path is chosen by performing a random walk through
the graph according to pheromones on the edges. Ant au memorizes the best
path it has found from u to the destination so far. If it has found a path that
is at least as good as the previous best-so-far path, a pheromone update takes
place and the new path is reinforced. The authors use a purely local update
rule: each ant au is responsible for updating the edges leaving its start vertex u. If the new path is worse, the pheromones on the edges leaving u remain
unchanged.
As the authors only consider acyclic graphs, the n-ANT is not supposed to
deal with cycles. In particular, in [24] the authors state that in graphs with cycles their path construction procedure might take exponential time. Therefore,
we modify their algorithm in that we only allow ants to construct simple paths,
i. e., an ant cannot visit a vertex more than once. The choice which edge to
take next is made among all edges leading to unvisited vertices. This restriction
bears the risk that the ant does not reach the destination. Recall that in this
case the length of the path found is defined as w(p) = ∞. Due to the local
6

Algorithm 1 Path Construction from u to v for MMASSDSP
1: Initialize i ← 0, p0 ← u, and V1 ← {p ∈ V \ {p0 } | (p0 , p) ∈ E}
2: while pi 6= v and Vi+1 6= ∅ do
3:
i←i+1
P
4:
Choose pi ∈ Vi with probability τ ((pi−1 , pi ))/ p∈Vi τ ((pi−1 , p))
5:
Vi+1 ← {p ∈ V \ {p0 , . . . , pi } | (pi , p) ∈ E}
6: end while
7: return (p0 , . . . , pi )

pheromone update it is guaranteed that still one outgoing edge is rewarded for
every vertex u with deg(u) ≥ 1 and u 6= n. The construction procedure is
described in Algorithm 1.
We call our algorithm MMASSDSP as we use the best-so-far update rule from
the algorithm MMAS in [18] instead of the update rule used by the 1-ANT. The
difference is that we always perform a pheromone update with the current bestso-far path, either with a new path or with the previous best-so-far path in case
the new path is worse.
The update scheme is essentially taken over from [24]. We initialize the
pheromones τ : E → R+
0 such that all edges leaving some vertex u receive the
same amount of pheromone: if e = (u, ·) then τ (e) = 1/ deg(u). If e is the
only edge leaving u, we keep τ (e) = 1 fixed. This means that vertices with
a single outgoing edge are traversed in the only possible way; these vertices
may therefore be disregarded when proving upper bounds on the running time.
In case u has more than one outgoing edge, the pheromone for e = (u, v) is
computed as follows. Let p∗u denote the best path from u found so far. Initially,
we set p∗u to an empty path, such that w(p∗u ) = ∞ by definition of w.
A common feature of ACO algorithms is that pheromone laid by previous
ants evaporates over time. During a pheromone update usually a ρ-fraction of
the old pheromone evaporates and hence a (1 − ρ)-fraction remains. Then new
pheromone is added for the edges that shall be rewarded. Another common
practice in ACO is to maintain fixed upper and lower bounds on the pheromones [16, 24]. We keep pheromones within an interval [τmin , τmax ] where
τmin > 0 is a parameter of the algorithm and, in the remainder of this paper,
τmax = 1 − τmin . These pheromone borders ensure that the algorithm can create
any fixed solution with a positive probability. Hence it is guaranteed that the
expected optimization time is finite. The precise formula for an update of the
pheromones is as follows.
(
min {(1 − ρ) · τ (e) + ρ, τmax } if e = (u, v) ∈ p∗u ,
τ (e) ←
(1)
max {(1 − ρ) · τ (e), τmin }
if e = (u, v) ∈
/ p∗u .
We remark that the pheromone update formula equals the one used for
the n-ANT [24], but the invocation of the update procedure is different in the
n-ANT and MMASSDSP .
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Algorithm 2 MMASSDSP
∗
1: Initialize pheromones τ and best-so-far paths p∗
1 , . . . , pn
2: loop
3:
for u = 1 to n do
4:
Construct a simple path pu = (pu,0 , . . . , pu,ℓu ) from u to n w. r. t. τ
5:
if w(pu ) ≤ w(p∗u ) then p∗u ← pu end if
6:
end for
7:
Update pheromones τ w. r. t. p∗1 , . . . , p∗n
8: end loop

The complete algorithm MMASSDSP is shown in Algorithm 2. We are interested in the optimization time or running time of MMASSDSP , defined as the
number of iterations until shortest paths from all nodes 1, . . . , n to the node
n have been found. As mentioned before, a common performance measure for
the analysis of metaheuristics is the number of function evaluations. Note that
in one iteration of MMASSDSP we have n ants constructing n solutions and
performing n function evaluations in parallel. Hence, the number of function
evaluations is by a factor n larger than the number of iterations. We focus on
the number of iterations in the following.
The obvious question arises how the optimization time relates to the computation time of the ant system MMASSDSP on a random access machine. If we
consider a naive implementation using adjacency lists, the running time for the
initialization of the ant system is O(m + n) because m pheromone values and n
best-so-far paths have to be prepared. In the worst case, the running time for
each iteration is O(mn) because n ants construct a simple path each and the
random construction of a simple path demands a running time of O(m). Note
that the latter estimation is pessimistic for many input instances and many
vertices. More sophisticated implementations might reduce the total computation time per iteration in many cases. In addition, the use of several machines
can help because each ant constructs its path independently from the other
ants. Hence, using n machines to simulate all n ants in parallel improves the
computation time per iteration by a factor of 1/n.
2.3. Why a Colony is Needed
Before analyzing MMASSDSP we motivate why it is essential to have ants
starting from every vertex, even when we are only interested in a shortest path
from a single source to a single destination and even when considering simple
DAGs. Imagine a variant MMASSPSP (SPSP for single-pair shortest paths)
where one or multiple ants start from a single vertex, searching for the destination. Consider the following graph G = (V, E, w) sketched in Figure 1. It
contains a single heavy edge (n−1, n) with weight n−2 and light edges (u, n−1)
for u ≤ n − 2, (u, u + 1) for u ≤ n − 3, and (n − 2, n) of weight 1, each.
On each vertex u ≤ n − 2 an ant has to decide whether to move to n − 1 or to
proceed on the shortest path 1, 2, . . . , n − 2, n. As all edges initially have equal
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Figure 1: Example graph for n = 7.

pheromone, the probability that an ant follows the shortest path to vertex n/2
is 2−n/2+1 . Assume the ant leaves the shortest path before reaching n/2. As the
length of a path containing ℓ edges and traversing n − 1 is ℓ + n − 3, no further
path with a larger number of edges will be accepted in the following, except for
the optimal path traversing 1, 2, . . . , n − 2, n. This implies that the pheromones
for edges leaving the vertices n/2, . . . , n − 2 will always remain equal, unless
an ant finds the optimum. The probability of finding the optimum is 2−n/2+1 ,
hence taking the union bound over 2cn steps for some small constant c > 0,
the optimization time is at least 2cn with probability 1 − 2−Ω(n) . Note that
this also holds in case polynomially many ants search for the destination in
parallel in one iteration. By increasing the weight of the heavy edges from
n − 2 to n − 2 + k, k ∈ N, we see that the ant system does not even compute
a path approximating the weight of a shortest path by a factor of less than
(n − 1 + k)/(n − 2) = 1 + (k + 1)/(n − 2).
Also using edge weights as heuristic information does not help. Many ACO
algorithms use both pheromones and a heuristic function to guide the solution
construction [5]. A common approach is to adjust the probability in line 4 of
Algorithm 1 according to
P

[τ ((pi−1 , pi ))]α · [η((pi−1 , pi ))]β
α
β
p∈Vi [τ ((pi−1 , p))] · [η((pi−1 , p))]

where η(e) = 1/w(e) denotes the heuristic information and the parameters
+
α ∈ R+
0 and β ∈ R0 control the relative importance of the pheromone versus the
heuristic information. However, from a vertex n/2 ≤ u ≤ n − 2 both outgoing
edges have the same weight and the same pheromone, with high probability,
hence they look the same for every ant. This example shows that heuristic
information might be useless for some problem instances. In addition, decreasing
the weight of the light edges to vertex n − 1 and increasing the weight of the
heavy edge to vertex n shows that heuristic information can even be misleading.
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3. Single-Destination Shortest Path Problem
3.1. A First Upper Bound for MMASSDSP
When ants start from different vertices, ants starting close to the destination
have a good chance of finding a shortest path. The pheromones deposited
on the outgoing edges of a vertex v can then be used to guide different ants
traversing v. This way, the shortest path for v can be extended towards a longer
shortest path that contains v. In other words, shortest paths are subsequently
propragated throughout the graph. This is the basic idea of the analysis by
Attiratanasunthron and Fakcharoenphol [24], which is in turn based on the
analysis of the Bellman-Ford algorithm [41]. The results in [24] are limited
to directed acyclic graphs. We start with these graphs and extend the results
to directed graphs with cycles. Thereby, we improve upon the upper bounds
from [24] and present lower bounds which are tight with our best upper bounds
for a broad range of evaporation factors ρ.
The following lemma will be used to estimate the probability of an ant
choosing a specific edge.
Lemma 1. For every vertex u, u 6= n, with deg(u) > 1 always
X
1 ≤
τ (e) ≤ 1 + deg(u)τmin .
e=(u,·)∈E

Proof. The first inequality has already been proven in [24].
P Initially the sum
of pheromones equals 1. Assume for an induction that
τ (e) P
≥ 1. If the
pheromones are not capped by pheromone borders, we have (1 − ρ) τ (e)+ρ ≥
1 as new sum. In case a pheromone drops below τmin , setting the pheromone
to τmin can only increase the sum. If at least one pheromone is capped at the
upper border τmax then the sum of pheromones is at least τmin + τmax = 1 as
deg(u) > 1.
For the second inequality observe that the sum of P
pheromones can
P only
increase due P
to the lower pheromone border as (1 − ρ) τ (e) + ρ ≤
τ (e)
follows from τ (e) ≥ 1. Consider an edge e with (1−ρ)τ (e) < τmin . Compared
to this value, the pheromone increases
by at most τmin · ρ when setting the
P
pheromone to τmin . If currently
τ (e) ≤ 1 + deg(u)τmin then the sum of the
next pheromone values is at most (1 − ρ)(1 + deg(u)τmin ) + ρ + deg(u)τmin · ρ =
1 + deg(u)τmin . Hence, the second inequality follows by induction.

As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following direct relation between pheromones and probabilities for the ant au , i. e., the ant starting at u, of
choosing an edge (u, ·) in case τmin ≤ 1/deg(u). The last condition makes sense
as τmin should be chosen below the initial pheromone value of 1/deg(u).
Corollary 2. If τmin ≤ 1/deg(u) for every edge e = (u, ·), u 6= n,
τ (e)/2 ≤ Prob(ant au chooses edge e) ≤ τ (e).
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The lower bound also holds for every other ant leaving vertex u and every edge
e = (u, v) unless v has already been traversed by the ant. The upper bound
also holds for every other ant and every edge e = (u, ·) if it has not traversed a
successor of u before arriving at u.
The penultimate statement holds as the probability of choosing an edge e =
(u, v) to an unvisited successor v increases if other successors of u have been
visited before. In particular, we always have τmin /2 as lower bound on the
probability of choosing any specific outgoing edge. This is an improvement to
Lemma 1 in [24]. We remark that using the improved lemma in [24], the running
time bounds for the algorithm n-ANT can be divided by m/n, where m is the
number of edges.
The subsequent corollary bounds the probability that any ant proceeding on
any shortest path follows an incorrect edge leaving the last vertex of the path.
In the following, we call an edge (u, v) correct if it belongs to a shortest path
from u to n and incorrect otherwise.
Corollary 3. Consider a weighted graph G = (V, E, w) where all cycles have
strictly positive weight. Let u, v ∈ V \ {n}. Assume that the ant au has followed
a shortest path from u to v where v is a vertex on a shortest path from u to n.
If τmin ≤ 1/deg(u) then
Prob(ant au chooses some incorrect edge (v, ·)) ≤ τinc
where τinc denotes the sum of pheromone on incorrect edges (v, ·).
Proof. The claim immediately follows from Corollary 2 when the graph is
acyclic. When considering graphs with cycles, it may happen that some of the
edges (v, ·) lead to vertices the ant has already visited on its way from u to v. Let
w be one such vertex. Then (v, w) must be an incorrect edge because otherwise
v is no vertex on a shortest path from u to n since all cycles have positive
weight. We argue that preventing the ant from traversing incorrect edges to
visited vertices cannot increase the probability of taking some incorrect edge.
Let τcor denote the sum of pheromone on correct edges (v, ·) and τinc+vis
denote the sum of pheromone on incorrect edges (v, ·) leading to a visited vertex.
Then the probability of ant au choosing some incorrect edge (v, ·) is at most
τinc − τinc+vis
τinc
≤
≤ τinc
τcor + τinc − τinc+vis
τcor + τinc
where the second inequality stems from τcor + τinc ≥ 1 due to Lemma 1.



The argument used in the proof of Corollary 3 breaks down in case cycles
with length 0 are allowed. In this case an ant starting at u might have traversed
some vertex w before arriving at v 6= w. If cycles of length 0 are allowed, we
might have that w is on a shortest path from v to n and so (v, w) is a correct
edge. This means that the edge might have received a lot of pheromone. When
the ant au arrives at v after w it cannot choose this edge as this would close a
11

cycle. But excluding the edge with the largest probability mass can significantly
bias the probabilities for the remaining edges (v, ·) and increase the probability
of au taking an incorrect edge.
The following theorem gives upper bounds for MMASSDSP , each consisting
of two additive terms. Intuitively, the first terms cover waiting times until
improvements of best-so-far paths are found. The second terms grow with 1/ρ.
They reflect the time to adapt the pheromones after a change of the best-so-far
path. This time is called freezing time by Neumann, Sudholt, and Witt [18].
Theorem 4. Consider a directed acyclic graph G with n vertices and arbitrary
(possibly negative) weights and let ∆ := ∆(G) and ℓ := ℓ(G). If τmin ≤ 1/(∆ℓ)
the expected optimization time of MMASSDSP on G is O(n/τmin +n log(1/τmin )/ρ).
The bound simplifies to O(n3 + n log(n)/ρ) for τmin = 1/n2 and to O(n∆ℓ +
n log(∆ℓ)/ρ) for τmin = 1/(∆ℓ).
The two special cases τmin = 1/(∆ℓ) and τmin = 1/n2 are the most interesting to us as the former yields the best upper bounds under the specified
preconditions. The latter bound is oblivious of the graph at hand; it holds even
if ∆ and ℓ are unknown.
Proof of Theorem 4. We follow the analysis by Attiratanasunthron and Fakcharoenphol [24]. We say that a vertex u is processed if a shortest path from u
to n has been found and if all incorrect edges leaving u have pheromone τmin .
We estimate the expected time until a vertex u has been processed, given
that all vertices reachable from u on shortest paths from u to n have already
been processed. We first consider the expected time until a shortest path from u
to n has been found for the first time. We also say that then vertex u has been
optimized. By Corollary 2 the probability of choosing an edge that belongs to
a shortest path from u to n is at least τmin /2. Such a shortest path is found
if the ant does not choose an incorrect edge until n is reached. As all vertices
on all shortest paths are processed, all incorrect edges at some vertex v have
pheromone τmin and the probability of choosing some incorrect edge is at most
deg(v)τmin due to Corollary 3. Hence, the probability of choosing an edge on a
shortest path is at least 1 − deg(v)τmin ≥ 1 − 1/ℓ if τmin ≤ 1/(deg(v)ℓ). As all
shortest paths have at most ℓ edges, the probability that no incorrect edge is
chosen is at least (1 − 1/ℓ)ℓ−1 ≥ 1/e with e = exp(1). Together, the probability
of finding a shortest path from u to n is at least τmin /(2e).
The expected time until u is optimized is thus at most 2e/τmin. Afterwards,
due to the best-so-far rule, a shortest path from u to n is reinforced automatically in each iteration. The precise path may change, but it is guaranteed that
only shortest paths are rewarded and hence the pheromone on incorrect edges
decreases in every step. As Lemma 2 in [24] already states, ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ
iterations are enough for the vertex to become processed because the simple
calculation
(1 − ρ)ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ · τmax < e− ln(τmax /τmin ) · τmax = τmin
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guarantees that the pheromone level in the worst case drops from τmax to
τmin . Hence, the expected time until u is processed is bounded by 2e/τmin +
ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ.
Let v1 , . . . , vn be a topological ordering of the vertices in V with vn = n. As
we are dealing with a directed acyclic graph, all shortest paths from vi to vn
only use vertices from {vi+1 , . . . , vn }. If vi+1 , . . . , vn have been processed then
we can wait for vi to become processed using the above argumentation. The
expected time until all vertices have been processed is bounded by n2e/τmin +
n ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ = O(n/τmin + n log(1/τmin )/ρ).

Observe that for MMASSDSP , once a shortest path from u has been found,
the pheromones are continuously “frozen” towards shortest paths from u in
the following F = ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ iterations. The algorithm n-ANT from [24],
however, only updates pheromones in case a new best-so-far path is found. This
implies that a shortest path from u has to be found several times, in the worst
case in F different iterations, in order to freeze the pheromones in the same
way. Hence, using the best-so-far rule of MMAS algorithms leads to better
performance results. This adds to the comparison of the 1-ANT and MMAS on
pseudo-Boolean problems in [18].
3.2. Refined Analysis of Pheromone Adaptation
In the proof of Theorem 4 we have pessimistically assumed that we have to
wait for ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ iterations after optimizing a vertex v, in order to have
a good probability of finding shortest paths that contain v. This pessimistic
assumption can be relaxed as follows. Instead of waiting ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ iterations, an average time of 3/ρ iterations after optimizing a new vertex is enough
to guarantee that a shortest path can be found with good probability. For
simplicity, we assume in the sequel that w. l. o. g. 3/ρ is an integer.
Definition 5. Given a weighted directed graph with a target node n and pheromones on all edges, a vertex u is called well-processed if for every shortest
path P from u to n the following condition holds. Let P = (p1 , . . . , pr , n) with
u = p1 , then for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r vertex pi has been optimized for at least 3i/ρ
iterations.
The definition of well-processedness reflects the fact that vertices close to the
target (in terms of the number of edges on shortest paths) are typically optimized earlier than vertices whose shortest paths contain many edges. Hence,
the former vertices have been optimized for a longer period of time and the
pheromones had more time to “freeze” towards the correct edges. Similar arguments have also been used in [18] for the analysis of an ACO algorithm for
pseudo-Boolean optimization and by Sudholt and Witt [44] for the analysis of
a binary particle swarm optimizer.
Lemma 6. Consider a weighted graph G = (V, E, w) with target node n such
that all cycles have strictly positive weight. Then for every fixed vertex u the
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following holds. If all successors of u on shortest paths from u to n are wellprocessed and τmin ≤ 1/(∆(G)ℓ(G)) then the probability that u is optimized
within one iteration is at least τmin /(4e).
Once u is optimized, u becomes well-processed after an additional number of
3/ρ iterations.
Proof. Let ℓ := ℓ(G). Consider a vertex v and temporarily ignore the lower
pheromone border τmin . The sum of pheromones on incorrect edges leaving v
is always bounded from above by 1 + deg(v)τmin ≤ 1 + 1/ℓ ≤ 2 by Lemma 1.
If v has been optimized for t iterations then the sum of these pheromones is at
most 2(1 − ρ)t . Considering the lower pheromone border introduces an error of
up to τmin for each edge, hence with pheromone borders the sum of pheromones
on incorrect edges is at most deg(v)τmin + 2(1 − ρ)t ≤ 1/ℓ + 2(1 − ρ)t . The
probability of choosing some incorrect edge (assuming the ant has traversed a
shortest path so far) is at most 1/ℓ+2(1−ρ)t due to Corollary 3. The probability
of choosing an edge on a shortest path is thus at least 1 − 1/ℓ − 2(1 − ρ)t .
Recall from the proof of Theorem 4 that an ant chooses the first edge correctly with probability at least τmin /2. This proves the first claim for ℓ = 1. We
assume ℓ ≥ 2 in the following and observe that 1−1/ℓ−2(1−ρ)t ≥ 1−1/ℓ−2e−3j
for t = 3j/ρ and all j ∈ N. Given our preconditions on u, the probability for
ant au of finding a shortest path from u is at least

ℓ−1 
τmin Y
1
1 − − 2e−3j
·
2 j=1
ℓ


ℓ−1 
τmin Y
1
4e−3j
−3j
≥
1 − − 4e
·
+
2 j=1
ℓ
ℓ



ℓ−1 
ℓ−1


τmin Y
1
τmin Y
−3j
=
1−
·
1 − 4e
≥
·
1 − 4e−3j .
2 j=1
ℓ
2e j=1
Using 1 − x ≥ e−2x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2, we finally estimate the
ℓ−1
Y

j=1

1 − 4e−3j



≥

ℓ−1
Y

1 − 4e−3j

j=1



≥ exp −8

∞
X
j=1

e



≥

ℓ−1
Y

exp −8e−3j

j=1



−3j 

Q


= exp −

-term as follows:



8
e3 − 1



≥

1
.
2

This proves the first claim. The second claim follows from the definition of
well-processedness as all vertices on shortest paths from u (including u itself)
only need to be optimized for at most an additional number of 3/ρ iterations.

Lemma 6 can be used to lower the upper bound given in Theorem 4 from
O(n/τmin + n log(1/τmin )/ρ) to O(n/τmin + n/ρ). This is an improvement to the
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preliminary results from [1]. We take a further step and prove that the latter
bound holds for all directed graphs such that all cycles have strictly positive
weight.
3.3. An Improved Upper Bound for MMASSDSP
In the proof of Theorem 4 we have used the fact that a vertex is optimized
efficiently if all successors on all shortest paths have been processed. More
precise, there was a fixed ordering v1 , . . . , vn of the vertices such that if vi is the
last non-optimized vertex in this ordering, then all shortest paths from vi only
use vertices from vi+1 , . . . , vn . In general directed graphs we cannot argue with
a topological ordering. If we require cycles to have strictly positive weight, we
can, however, use the maximum number of edges on any shortest path to obtain
the desired order.
Theorem 7. Consider an arbitrary directed graph G with n vertices and strictly
positive weights and let ∆ := ∆(G) and ℓ := ℓ(G). If τmin ≤ 1/(∆ℓ) the expected
optimization time of MMASSDSP on G is O(n/τmin +n/ρ). The bound simplifies
to O(n3 + n/ρ) for τmin = 1/n2 and to O(n∆ℓ + n/ρ) for τmin = 1/(∆ℓ).
Proof. Let v1 , v2 , . . . , vn be an enumeration of all vertices such that ℓ(v1 ) ≥
ℓ(v2 ) ≥ · · · ≥ ℓ(vn ) where ℓ(v) denotes the maximum number of edges on any
shortest path from v to n. Due to the ordering of the vertices, all shortest paths
from vi to vn only use vertices from {vi+1 , . . . , vn }, since otherwise there would
exist a shortest path from vi to n with more than ℓ(vi ) edges. Moreover, when
following any shortest path, the indices of the vertices are strictly increasing.
We partition a run of the algorithm into phases that are traversed in decreasing order. Phase n starts after the initialization. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Phase i ends
once all vertices in {vi , . . . , vn } are well-processed. After Phase i has ended,
Phase i − 1 starts if i > 1. Note that if vi happens to become well-processed
before vi+1 , then Phase i will be empty. Also note that the time until Phase 1
has ended is an upper bound for the optimization time. Fix i and assume that
Phase i + 1 has ended. As {vi+1 , . . . , vn } are well-processed, the conditions from
Lemma 6 are fulfilled. Hence, the probability of optimizing vi in one iteration is
bounded from below by τmin /(4e). The expected waiting time for this event is
at most 4e/τmin. By the second claim of Lemma 6 after an additional number
of 3/ρ steps vi is well-processed as well and Phase i ends.
The expected time spent in Phase i is bounded by 4e/τmin + 3/ρ. Hence,
the expected time until Phase 1 is completed is bounded by 4en/τmin + 3n/ρ =
O(n/τmin + n/ρ).

Up to now, our analyses relied on the vertices being optimized and becoming
processed one after another. For certain graphs, however, there may be subgraphs that can be optimized in parallel. Under some additional conditions, we
will improve our upper bounds by a factor of ℓ/n. Thereby, we also show that
the running time bounds hold with high probability (i. e. with probability at
least 1 − n−c for some c > 0). In the proof we follow ideas from [30] showing
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that the random time until a short path of length ℓ = Ω(log n) is found is highly
concentrated around the expectation.1 To prove this formally, we utilize the
following Chernoff bound [45].
Lemma 8 (Chernoff bound).
Pt Let Xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ t, be mutually independent
random variables and X := i=1 Xi . If Prob(Xi = 1) = pi and Prob(Xi = 0) =
1 − pi where 0 < pi < 1, i. e., all Xi are distributed according to a Bernoulli
distribution, then for all 0 < δ ≤ 1 holds
 2

δ · E(X)
Prob(X ≤ (1 − δ) · E(X)) ≤ exp −
.
2
The following theorem requires all shortest paths to be unique, which implies
that all cycles have strictly positive length.
Theorem 9. Consider a directed graph G with n vertices where all shortest
paths are unique. Let ∆ := ∆(G), ℓ := ℓ(G), and ℓ∗ := max{ℓ, ln n}. If
τmin ≤ 1/(∆ℓ) the optimization time of MMASSDSP on G is O(ℓ∗ /τmin + ℓ/ρ)
with probability at least 1 − 1/n2 . The bound simplifies to O(ℓ∗ n2 + ℓ/ρ) for
τmin = 1/n2 and to O(∆ℓℓ∗ + ℓ/ρ) for τmin = 1/(∆ℓ). The optimization time
bound also holds in expectation.
Proof. Fix a vertex u and the unique shortest path u = vℓ′ , vℓ′ −1 , . . . , v0 = n
with ℓ′ ≤ ℓ. We pessimistically estimate the expected time until u becomes
well-processed, using the phase argumentation from the previous proof in a
more formal way. Let Ti be the random time until vi is optimized. Consider
random variables X1 , . . . , XT that are independently set to 1 with probability τmin /(4e) and to 0 otherwise. The random first point of time T1∗ where
XT1∗ = 1 stochastically dominates the random time until v1 is optimized. As v1
becomes well-processed after an additional waiting time of 3/ρ steps, T1∗ + 3/ρ
stochastically dominates T1 . Inductively, we have that Tℓ∗′ + 3ℓ′ /ρ stochastically
dominates Tℓ′ and hence the time until
PT u is well-processed.
Let T := 32eℓ∗/τmin and X := i=1 Xi . We have E(X) = T · τmin /(4e) =
8ℓ∗ . By the Chernoff bound from Lemma 8
Prob(X < ℓ∗ ) ≤ Prob(X ≤ (1 − 7/8) · E(X)) ≤ e−8ℓ

∗

(7/8)2 /2

∗

< e−3ℓ ≤ n−3 .

Hence, the probability that u is not well-processed after T + 3ℓ/ρ steps is 1/n3 .
By the union bound, the probability that there is a non-well processed vertex
remaining after this time is at most 1/n2 . The result on the expectation follows
from the first result, which holds for arbitrary initial pheromones. If the algorithm does not find all shortest paths within the first T + 3ℓ/ρ steps, we repeat
1 There is a subtle difference to [30]: in their definition of ℓ the authors only consider shortest
paths with a minimum number of edges, formally ℓ(G, v) := maxu minp∈Pu,v {#edges on p}
if Pu,v denotes the set of all shortest paths from u to v. Our definition corresponds to setting
ℓ(G, v) := maxu maxp∈Pu,v {#edges on p}. Both definitions for ℓ are, however, equal if all
shortest paths are unique or have the same number of edges.
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Figure 2: Example graph for n = 10.

the argumentation with another period of this length. The expected number of
periods needed is clearly O(1).

We remark that the condition of all shortest paths being unique can be
dropped at the expense of an additional factor log n in the first term of the
running time bound. Partition all vertices into layers where Layer i contains all
vertices whose maximum number of edges over all shortest paths to n equals i.
The benefit of this layering is that once all vertices in the Layers i − 1, . . . , 1 are
optimized and well-processed, then all vertices in Layer i can be optimized with
probability at least τmin /(4e). The expected time until the last vertex in Layer
i has been optimized is bounded by O(log(n)/τmin ) using standard arguments.
Summing up these expected waiting times as well as waiting times 3/ρ for wellprocessedness for all layers results in the bound O(ℓ log(n)/τmin + ℓ/ρ).
All upper bounds on the optimization time so far grow with ℓ(G). Our
arguments rely on bounding the time required to process the vertices v0 , . . . , vℓ
one by one. The obvious question arises if this is always necessary. Consider
the example graph sketched in Figure 2 and focus on the vertices with two
outgoing edges, called lower edge and upper edge. Every path starting with a
lower edge is shorter than every path starting with the respective upper edge.
This implies that once an ant takes the lower edge, only the lower edge will be
reinforced in the future. The expected time until this happens is bounded by
O(1/τmin ) iterations. Hence, after O(log(n)/τmin + log(1/τmin)/ρ) iterations all
vertices will have pheromone τmin on their upper edges, with high probability.
In this situation, the probability of finding a shortest path for any ant is at least
1/e, which adds a term of O(log n) to the expected time until the last vertex is
optimized. The optimization time of MMASSDSP on the example graph is thus
O(log(n)/τmin + log(1/τmin )/ρ) with high probability. Note that in this case the
upper bound O(n/τmin + n/ρ) from Theorem 9 is too pessimistic. In general,
the bound is, however, tight as will be shown in the sequel.
3.4. Lower Bounds for MMASSDSP
We now turn to lower bounds on the expected optimization time of MMASSDSP .
The second term in the upper bounds presented so far grows with 1/ρ. One obvious question is whether this dependance on ρ is really necessary. The following
result gives a positive answer, at least unless ρ is so small that the algorithm
behaves similar to random search. In this case, we obtain a lower bound that
is almost of order eΩ(ℓ) .
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The main idea for the following theorem is that the pheromones need some
time to adapt, such that a shortest path with ℓ edges can be found with good
probability. The lower bound applies to all graphs with the following natural
property. There is a unique shortest path of ℓ edges. When an ant follows this
path, it has to choose between at least two edges at every vertex (except for the
last O(1) vertices). This condition ensures that at almost every vertex there is
a decision to make between a correct and at least one wrong edge.
Theorem 10. Consider a weighted graph G = (V, E) with n vertices. Let ∆ :=
∆(G) and ℓ := ℓ(G). Assume that G contains a unique shortest path p0 , . . . , pℓ =
n such that for 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ − O(1) vertex pi has no edges leading to {p0 , . . . , pi−1 }
and at least two edges leading to {pi+1 , . . . , pℓ }. If 0 < ρ ≤ 1 − Ω(1) then for
every constant ε > 0 the expected optimization time of MMASSDSP on G with
1−ε
τmin ≤ 1/(∆ℓ) is Ω(min{(log ℓ)/ρ, eℓ /4 }).
Proof. Consider the ant starting at p0 trying to create p0 , . . . , pℓ . By assumption on G we have that while the ant follows this path, at every vertex
0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ − O(1) there are at least two edges to yet unvisited vertices. Let
c > 1 be a constant, chosen later, which may depend on ε. During the first
1−ε
1−ε
t := min{(1/ρ − 1) · ε ln(ℓ), eℓ /4 /c} = Ω(min{(log ℓ)/ρ, eℓ /4 }) steps (using
1/ρ − 1 = Ω(1/ρ) by assumption on ρ) the pheromone on every such edge is at
least
1
1
1
1
· (1 − ρ)t ≥
· e−ε ln(ℓ) =
· ε.
deg(u)
deg(u)
deg(u) ℓ
Note that this even holds in case the lower pheromone border is hit. As the probability of taking a specific incorrect edge is at least p := 1/(2 deg(u)ℓε ), the probability that the ant takes a correct edge on the path is at most 1 − (deg(u) − 1) · p =
1 − (deg(u) − 1) · 1/(2 deg(u)ℓε ) ≤ 1 − 1/(4ℓε ). The probability that the path
p0 , . . . , pℓ is created in a specific iteration t′ ≤ t is hence bounded by (1 −
1−ε
1/(4ℓε ))ℓ−O(1) ≤ O(e−ℓ /4 ). The probability that this happens during the
1−ε
first t iterations is bounded by t · O(e−ℓ /4 ) ≤ 1/2 if the constant c in the
definition of t is chosen appropriately. Hence with probability at least 1/2 we
have not found all shortest paths after t steps and the lower bound t/2 =
1−ε
Ω(min{(log ℓ)/ρ, eℓ /4 }) follows.

In order to assess whether the upper bound from Theorem 9 is asymptotically
tight, we consider the following class of input instances (see Figure 3). The basic
idea is that the algorithm is forced to optimize the vertices on a chain of ℓ + 1
vertices one after another, from right to left. The graphs may contain further
vertices connected with the destination. This way, the instance class contains
graphs of varying ℓ-value, particularly graphs with ℓ < n − 1.
Definition 11. Let Glb
n,ℓ = (V, E, w), n ∈ N, 1 ≤ ℓ < n, with V = {1, . . . , n},
E = {(i, i + 1) | n − ℓ ≤ i ≤ n − 1} ∪ {(i, n) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2}, and weights
w((u, v)) = 1 if v = u + 1 and w((u, v)) = n if v 6= u + 1.
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Figure 3: Example graph Glb
n,ℓ from Definition 11 for n = 7 and ℓ = 4.

Theorem 9 yields an upper bound O(ℓ/τmin + ℓ/ρ) for Glb
n,ℓ if ℓ = Ω(log n)
and τmin ≤ 1/(∆(Glb
)ℓ).
The
following
lower
bound
is
tight
with the upper
n,ℓ
bound if ρ = Ω(τmin ). For smaller ρ there is a gap of O(log n). The proof
is inspired by a corresponding lower bound for the function LeadingOnes in
pseudo-Boolean optimization [18, Theorem 7].
2
Theorem 12. Let ∆ = ∆(Glb
n,ℓ ). If 1/poly(n) ≤ ρ ≤ 1/2 and ℓ ≥ c log n for
a large enough constant c then the expected 
optimization time 
of MMASSDSP
ℓ
on Glb
with
1/poly(n)
≤
τ
≤
1/(∆ℓ)
is
Ω
ℓ/τ
+
min
min
n,ℓ
ρ log(1/ρ) .

Proof. We ignore the vertices 1, . . . , n − ℓ − 1 as finding shortest paths for
these vertices is trivial. Consider all paths from u to n with n − ℓ ≤ u ≤ n − 2.
The path (u, n) has length n. All other paths start with the edge (u, u + 1).
The length of the path only traversing edges with weight 1 is n − u. However,
if the path ends with an edge (v, n) for u < v ≤ n − 2, the path has length
v − u + n > n. Hence the path (u, n) is the unique second best path from u
to n.
Call a vertex n − ℓ ≤ u ≤ n − 2 wrong if the best-so-far path found by
ant au is (u, n). After initialization both edges have an equal probability of
being chosen by the first ant. By Chernoff bounds at least ℓ/3 ants au with
n − ℓ ≤ u ≤ n − 2 choose the incorrect edge with probability 1 − e−Ω(ℓ) (see
Lemma 8) and then the corresponding vertices remain wrong until the shortest
path has been found. In the following we assume that we initially have at least
ℓ/3 wrong vertices.
Intuitively, the probability of optimizing a vertex decreases with the number
of wrong vertices on its shortest path. The following lemma gives a lower bound
on the time until a wrong vertex is optimized if its shortest path contains more
than 8 log(1/ρ) wrong vertices.
Lemma 13. Let u be a wrong vertex such that the shortest path from u to n
contains 8 log(1/ρ) + i wrong vertices, for some i ∈ N. Then the probability that
1 i
u is optimized within the next 1/ρ − 1 steps is at most (1 − 4e
).
Proof. Let W be the set of wrong vertices on the shortest path from u to
n. As long as a vertex remains wrong, the pheromone on its incorrect edge is
at least 1/2. (It even increases continuously towards τmax unless the shortest
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path is found.) This means for every vertex in W the current probability of
choosing the incorrect edge is at least 1/4 using Corollary 2. Once a vertex in
W becomes optimized, the probability decreases by a factor of (1 − ρ) in each
following iteration. Let t := 1/ρ−1. Using the factor (1−ρ)t for a crude estimate
yields that during the next t iterations the probability of choosing the incorrect
edge is always at least 1/4 · (1 − ρ)t ≥ 1/(4e). This implies that the probability
of finding the shortest path from u to n is at most (1−1/(4e))8 log(1/ρ)+i . Taking
the union bound for t iterations, the probability that u is optimized within the
next t iterations is at most

8 log(1/ρ)+i

8 log(1/ρ)+i

i
1
1
1
t 1−
≤ 2log(1/ρ) 1 −
≤ 1−
.
4e
4e
4e

The following lemma is an immediate conclusion.
Lemma 14. The expected number of wrong vertices which are optimized within
1/ρ − 1 iterations is bounded by 8 log(1/ρ) + 4e.
Proof. Let W be the set of all wrong vertices and let pu denote the probability
that a wrong vertex u becomes optimized within 1/ρ − 1 iterations. If u has at
most 8 log(1/ρ) wrong vertices on its shortest path, we estimate pu ≤ 1. Otherwise, the shortest path contains 8 log(1/ρ) + i wrong vertices and Lemma 13
yields pu ≤ (1 − 1/(4e))i . The expected number of optimized vertices is hence
at most
i
∞ 
X
X
1
pu ≤ 8 log(1/ρ) +
1−
= 8 log(1/ρ) + 4e.
4e
i=0
u∈W


Recall that we assume at least ℓ/3 wrong vertices in the beginning. Now consider
ℓ/6 · 1/(8 log(1/ρ) + 4e) subsequent periods of 1/ρ − 1 iterations each. Note that
this is Ω(ℓ/(ρ log(1/ρ))) iterations in total. Lemma 14 implies that the expected
number of vertices optimized within all periods is bounded by ℓ/6. By Markov’s
inequality, the probability that ℓ/3 vertices are corrected is at most 1/2. Taking
into account the probability of not having at least ℓ/3 wrong vertices in the
beginning, we have that with probability at least 1/2 − e−Ω(ℓ) = Ω(1) the
algorithm needs at least Ω(ℓ/(ρ log(1/ρ))) iterations. This establishes the lower
bound Ω(ℓ/(ρ log(1/ρ))) on the expected optimization time.
It remains to show a lower bound Ω(ℓ/τmin ) to complete the theorem. By
Lemma 14 after F := ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ iterations the expected number of wrong
vertices that have been optimized is O(ln(τmax /τmin ) · log(1/ρ)) = O(log2 n) due
to our assumptions on τmin and ρ. With probability at least 1/2 this random
number is at most O(log2 n). Assuming this to happen, the number of wrong
vertices left after F iterations is ℓ/3 − O(log 2 n) = Ω(ℓ) if the constant c in the
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prerequisite ℓ ≥ c log2 n is chosen large enough. For these wrong vertices, the
pheromones have been frozen towards their incorrect edges.
Now the probability of optimizing some vertex v if its shortest path contains
at least 4 wrong vertices is at most (τmin )4 ≤ τmin /ℓ3 . Hence, with probability
at least 1 − O(1/ℓ) during Ω(ℓ/τmin ) iterations it does not happen that more
than 4 wrong vertices are corrected in the same iteration. The probability of
correcting a wrong vertex with i − 1 wrong successors on its shortest path is at
i
most τmin
. Hence, the probability that some wrong vertex is corrected is at most
P
∞
i
τ
i=1 min = O(τmin ) and the expected time until some wrong vertex is corrected
is Ω(1/τmin ). If the number of wrong vertices always decreases by at most 4,
Ω(ℓ)/4 = Ω(ℓ) of these events need to happen before all shortest paths are
found. The total expected time in this setting is then at least Ω(ℓ/τmin). As the
described setting occurs with probability at least 1/2 − O(1/ℓ) − e−Ω(ℓ) = Ω(1),
we obtain an unconditional bound of the same order.

Note that the lower bound only holds for τmin ≤ 1/(∆ℓ) and the first term
of the lower bound grows with 1/τmin. The reader might be tempted to choose
τmin > 1/(∆ℓ) to achieve an expected optimization time of o(∆ℓ2 ). However, if
τmin is too large, the pheromones cannot adapt properly and the search is too
close to random search. Consider, for instance, the vertex u = n − ℓ in Glb
n,ℓ
whose shortest path contains ℓ edges. Even if all pheromones are best-possible,
the probability of choosing a correct edge at some vertex v ≤ n − 2 is still at
most 1 − τmin /2. The probability of making the right decision ℓ − 1 times is then
only (1 − τmin /2)ℓ−1 ≈ e−τmin ℓ/2 . The reciprocal of this probability constitutes a
lower bound on the expected optimization time; it is superpolynomial if τmin =
ω((log n)/ℓ). This also justifies why our upper bounds so far are restricted to
τmin ≤ 1/(∆ℓ).
3.5. An Adaptive Choice of Pheromone Borders
One exception from the rule might be graphs where only few vertices have
high degree. Recall that the probability of constructing a shortest path from u,
given that all successors of u on shortest paths are well-processed, is bounded
below by τmin /(4e) if τmin ≤ 1/(deg(u)ℓ) (see Lemma 6). If the same pheromone
border applies to all edges, the best choice for τmin where this condition holds
for all vertices is τmin = 1/(∆ℓ).
However, we might as well consider an ACO system where pheromone borders can be adapted to single vertices. The pheromone on an edge e = (u, ·)
is then bounded by the pheromone borders τmin (u) and τmax (u). If τmin (u) =
1/(deg(u)ℓ) and τmax (u) = 1 − τmin (u) then the expected waiting time until u
is optimized, given that all successors on shortest paths are well-processed, is
bounded by 4e/τmin(u) = 4e deg(u)ℓ. Summing up these waiting times for all
vertices and adding waiting times until the vertices become well-processed leads
to the following bound.
Theorem 15. Consider a weighted graph G with n vertices and m edges such
that all cycles have strictly positive weight. Let ℓ := ℓ(G). The expected opti21

mization time of MMASSDSP using adaptive pheromone borders with τmin (u) =
1/(deg(u)ℓ) for all vertices u is O(ℓm + n/ρ).
4. All-Pairs Shortest Path Problem
We now extend MMASSDSP towards an algorithm MMASAPSP for the APSP.
For each destination v ∈ V we introduce a distinct pheromone function τv : E → R+
0.
In each iteration, on each vertex u, and for each destination v we have an ant au,v
starting at u and heading for v. An ant heading for v uses the pheromone function τv for orientation and it updates τv as described in Section 2. MMASAPSP
remembers the best-so-far paths p∗u,v from u to v for all u, v ∈ V .
The following result is an immediate implication from Theorem 9.
Theorem 16. Consider a directed graph G with n vertices where all shortest
paths are unique. Let ∆ := ∆(G), ℓ := ℓ(G), and ℓ∗ := max{ℓ, ln n}. If
τmin ≤ 1/(∆ℓ) the optimization time of MMASAPSP on G is O(ℓ∗ /τmin + ℓ/ρ)
with probability at least 1 − 1/n. The bound simplifies to O(ℓ∗ n2 + ℓ/ρ) for
τmin = 1/n2 and to O(∆ℓℓ∗ + ℓ/ρ) for τmin = 1/(∆ℓ). The optimization time
bound also holds in expectation.
Proof. Fix a destination v. Due to Theorem 9, within O(ℓ∗ /τmin + ℓ/ρ) iterations shortest paths from all sources u to the destination v are found with
probability at least 1 − 1/n2 . Hence, using the union bound all shortest paths
are found with probability at least 1 − 1/n.

We see that ants heading for different destinations do not collaborate in our
ant system since ants heading for a destination v concern for the pheromone
function τv exclusively. Therefore we could also run n instances of MMASSDSP
in parallel to achieve the same result. An obvious question is whether the ants
can interact in some clever way to achieve a better result.
Interestingly, the following simple mechanism proves useful. Consider the
ant au,v heading for vertex v. Instead of always using the pheromone function τv
to travel to v, with some probability pint the ant decides to follow foreign pheromones. It first chooses an intermediate destination w uniformly at random,
then uses the pheromone function τw to travel to w, and afterwards uses the
pheromone function τv to travel to the final destination v (see Algorithm 3).
The pheromone update for ant au,v always applies to the pheromones τv as
before.
Note that the proposed interaction mechanism resembles crossover operators
used in genetic algorithms (see [33, 37]). The interaction mechanism allows to
combine a shortest path with another shortest path yieling a longer shortest
path in a similar fashion as the mentioned crossover operators do. With this
mechanism the ant au,v can profit from useful information laid down by other
ants that headed towards w, in particular if w happens to be a vertex on a
shortest path from u to v. The following theorem gives a significantly improved
bound, without restriction to graphs with unique shortest paths.
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Algorithm 3 Path construction from u to v for MMASAPSP with interaction
1: Choose p ∈ [0, 1) uniformly at random
2: if p < pint then
3:
Choose w ∈ V uniformly at random
4:
Construct a simple path p′ = (p′0 , . . . , p′ℓ′ ) from u to w w. r. t. τw
5:
Construct a simple path p′′ = (p′′0 , . . . , p′′ℓ′′ ) from w to v w. r. t. τv
6:
if p′ℓ′ = w then p ← (p′0 , . . . , p′ℓ′ , p′′1 , . . . , p′′ℓ′′ ) else p ← p′ end if
7: else
8:
Construct a simple path p from u to v w. r. t. τv
9: end if
10: return p

Theorem 17. Consider a weighted graph G with n vertices such that all cycles
have strictly positive weight. Let ∆ := ∆(G) and ℓ := ℓ(G). If ρ ≤ ρub := (1 −
pint )/(12∆ log n) then the optimization time of MMASAPSP using interaction
(with some constant probability 0 < pint < 1) on G with 1/n3 ≤ τmin ≤ 1/(∆ℓ)
is O(n log n + log(ℓ) log(1/τmin)/ρ) with probability at least 1 − 1/n2. The bound
simplifies to O(n log n + log(ℓ) log(n)/ρ) for τmin = 1/n2 and to O(n log n +
log(ℓ) log(∆ℓ)/ρ) for τmin = 1/(∆ℓ). The optimization time bound also holds in
expectation.
Proof. We introduce similar notions as before. Consider a pair (u, v) of vertices. Let ℓu,v := max{#edges on p | p is a shortest path from u to v}. We call
an edge incorrect with respect to v if it does not belong to a shortest path to v.
We call (u, v) optimized if a shortest path from u to v has been found. We call
(u, v) processed if it has been optimized and if the pheromone τv (·) on all edges
(u, ·), which are incorrect with respect to v, is τmin .
Consider the first t = ⌈(ln 2)/ρub ⌉ = O(∆ log n) iterations. Consider a pair
(u, v) with ℓu,v = 1. The probability of optimizing (u, v) in iteration i is at least
(1−pint )·(1−ρ)i−1 /(2∆) ≥ (1−pint )·(1−ρub )i−1 /(2∆) since the ant au,v decides
with probability 1−pint to head for v and chooses (u, v) with probability at least
(1 − ρ)i−1 /(2∆) due to Corollary 2. Hence, the probability of not optimizing
(u, v) within the considered phase is at most
!

t 
t−1
Y
(1 − pint ) · (1 − ρub )i−1
1 − pint X
1−
≤ exp −
·
(1 − ρub )i
2∆
2∆
i=1
i=0


1 − pint 1 − (1 − ρub )t
= exp −
·
2∆
1 − (1 − ρub )


1 − pint
≤ exp −
.
4∆ρub
Since ρub = (1 − pint )/(12∆ log n) ≤ (1 − pint )/(4∆ ln(2n4 )), the above probability is at most 1/(2n4 ). Because of the union bound, all pairs (u, v) with
ℓu,v = 1 are optimized within the considered phase with probability at least
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1 − f1 where f1 := 1/(2n2 ). We already know that an optimized pair (u, v) is
processed within ⌈ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ⌉ iterations.
Consider a pair (u, v) of vertices and fix a shortest path pu,v = (v0 , . . . , vℓu,v )
from u to v with ℓu,v edges. Let i with (3/2)i < ℓu,v ≤ (3/2)i+1 . We derive
a lower bound for the probability of optimizing (u, v) assuming that all pairs
(u′ , v ′ ) with ℓu′ ,v′ ≤ (3/2)i are processed. The ant decides to choose an intermediate destination w with probability pint , which is situated on the middle third
(vℓu,v −⌊(3/2)i ⌋ , . . . , v0+⌊(3/2)i ⌋ ) of the path pu,v with probability
⌊(3/2)i ⌋ − ℓu,v + ⌊(3/2)i ⌋ + 1
2 · ⌊(3/2)i ⌋ − ℓu,v + 1
ℓu,v
=
≥
.
n
n
3n
Hence, the number of edges of all shortest paths pu,w (pw,v ) from u (w) to w
(v) is at most (3/2)i . Since (x, w) ((x, v)) is processed for all vertices x on a
shortest path from u (w) to w (v), the ant follows a shortest path from u to v
with probability at least (1−1/ℓ)ℓ−1 ≥ 1/e. Altogether, we have shown that the
probability of optimizing (u, v) is at least pint ·ℓu,v /(3n)·1/e > pint ·(3/2)i /(3en).
We divide a run of the ant system into phases. The ith phase finishes with
all pairs (u, v) with (3/2)i−1 < ℓu,v ≤ (3/2)i being processed. Since ℓu,v ≤ ℓ,
we have to consider α := ⌈log(ℓ)/ log(3/2)⌉ phases.
Consider Phase i of length t = ⌈3en/(pint · (3/2)i ) · ln(2αn4 )⌉. The probability of not optimizing a pair (u, v) with (3/2)i−1 < ℓu,v ≤ (3/2)i within
the phase is at most (1 − pint · (3/2)i /(3en))t ≤ 1/(2αn4 ). Due to the union
bound, all such pairs (u, v) are optimized within t iterations with probability at
least 1 − 1/(2αn2 ). We know that an optimized pair (u, v) is processed within
⌈ln(τmax /τmin )/ρ⌉ iterations. Using the union bound once again, we conclude
that all phases are finished within
 

α 
X
ln(τmax /τmin )
3en · ln(2αn4 )
+
pint · (3/2)i
ρ
i=1


α
i
ln(1/τmin )
3en · ln(2αn4 ) X 2
≤
·
+α·
+ 2α
pint
3
ρ
i=1
= O(n log n + log(ℓ) log(1/τmin)/ρ)

iterations with probability at least 1 − f2 where f2 := 1/(2n2 ). The first part of
the theorem follows since both failure probabilities f1 and f2 sum up to 1/n2 .
We still have to provide an estimation for the expected optimization time
in case of a failure. We know that a pair (u, v) with ℓu,v = 1 is optimized
independent from the current pheromones with probability Ω(τmin ). Hence,
after an expected number of O((log n)/τmin ) iterations all such pairs have been
optimized. Since the argumentation from the previous paragraphs holds for
all initial pheromone values, we obtain the bound O((log n)/τmin + n log n +
log(ℓ) log(1/τmin )/ρ) on the expected optimization time. Together with the
first bound holding with probability 1 − 1/n2 the second part of the theorem
follows because the assumption τmin ≥ 1/n3 guarantees O(1/n2 · (log n)/τmin ) =
O(n log n).
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Consider the parameters τmin = 1/(∆ℓ), τmax = 1 − 1/(∆ℓ), and ρ = (1 −
pint )/(12∆ log n). Observe that adding a new vertex with no incoming edges
to a graph cannot decrease the optimization time. If we consider the graph
Glb
n,n−1 from Section 3 and add a dummy node with out-degree Ω(n) and no
incoming edges, we obtain a graph with linear maximum degree where the lower
bound Ω(ℓ/τmin ) = Ω(n3 ) holds for MMASSDSP (cf. Theorem 12). This lower
bound trivially also holds for MMASAPSP without interaction. If ∆, ℓ = Ω(n),
the upper bounds given in Theorem 16 and Theorem 17 simplify to O(n3 ) and
O(n log3 n), respectively. Hence, the ant system clearly profits from our simple
interaction mechanism and more collaboration between the ants. Note that
when comparing the numbers of path length evaluations, if ∆ = O(n/ log2 n)
then with an optimal choice of ρ Theorem 17 gives an upper bound of O(n3 log n)
evaluations. This matches the upper bound for the GA with feasible parent
selection from [38].
For larger ∆ the same result can be achieved when the evaporation factor ρ
is dynamically increased over time. This resembles the concept of simulated
annealing where the system becomes more greedy over time. Assume that ρ is
adapted such that during the first ⌈(ln 2)/ρub ⌉ ≤ cn log n iterations, for some
proper constant c, we have ρ ≤ (1 − pint )/(12∆ log n), and after c′ n log n iterations for some constant c′ > c we have ρ = Ω((log n)/∆). In this case
the main arguments used in the proof of Theorem 17 go through and the expected optimization time of the system is O(n log n+log(ℓ) log(∆ℓ)∆/(log n)) =
O(n log n).
5. Conclusions and Future Work
ACO is motivated by the ability of real ant colonies to find shortest paths
to a food source. Building on an initial study by Attiratanasunthron and Fakcharoenphol [24], we have conducted a rigorous analysis of the running time of
ACO algorithms for shortest path problems. Our results (see Table 1) significantly improve and generalize the previous results for single-destination shortest
paths. Taking the number of function evaluations as performance measure, the
bound for MMASSDSP is better than the bound for the evolutionary algorithm
(1+1) EA [30] with a vertex-based mutation operator if ∆ℓ = o(n) and ρ is
not too small. Note, however, that our upper bound for MMASSDSP is not
better than the upper bound for the (1+1) EA with an edge-based mutation
operator [32].
For all-pairs shortest paths first results have been obtained using MMASAPSP
as a direct generalization of MMASSDSP . We have proved that, surprisingly,
letting ants temporarily follow foreign pheromone traces to random destinations
yields drastically improved results. This is also the first result for combinatorial
optimization where a slow adaptation of pheromones is crucial, i. e., low values
for the evaporation factor ρ yield the best upper bounds. For an optimal static
choice of ρ when ∆ = O(n/ log2 n) the bound of O(n3 log n) function evaluations
matches the best known bound for genetic algorithms [38]. This puts ACO
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among the currently best known metaheuristics for the all-pairs shortest path
problem from a theoretical perspective.
Our upper bounds generalize to various other distance or weight functions.
The only requirement to the weight function exploited in our analyses (apart
from the special case of infinite weights) is the following condition for all vertices
u, w, v. If w is a vertex on a shortest path from u to v then concatenating any
shortest path from u to w with any shortest path from w to v results in a
shortest path from u to v. For instance, our results transfer to the computation
of the smallest edge weight on paths to the destination.
As newly constructed paths are always evaluated from scratch, our ACO
algorithms also work in dynamic environments where the network or weights on
the edges are subject to probabilistic changes. An interesting topic for future
work is to examine under which conditions the ants are able to efficiently solve
dynamic shortest path problems. This also reflects the fact that ACO algorithms
are often applied in dynamic settings. A first step in this direction has already
been made [42]. Moreover, ACO algorithms may be analyzed on constrained
shortest path problems or variants such as routing problems. We expect that
the used techniques and the insights gained throughout this work will also prove
useful to obtain further results for graph problems like spanning tree problems
or the TSP.
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